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 FINDING A BOUNDARY FOR AN OPEN MANIFOLD.

 By W. BROWDER, J. LEVINE and G. 1R. LIVESAY.*

 Given an open manifold, when is it the interior of a compact manifold

 with boundary? We consider the case of piecewise linear (combinatorial)
 or smooth manifolds W of dimension ? 6 and we give necessary and sufficient

 conditions on the homology of WV and homotopy at so (see ? 1) so that W
 is isomorphic (i. e., combinatorially equivalent or diffeomorphic) to the interior

 of a compact manifold with 1-conniected boundary (Theorem 1). As a conse-
 quence we get an h-cobordism theorem for certain types of open manifolds

 of dimension ? 6 (Corollary to Theorem 2). We are indebted to E. H.
 Connell for suggesting the latter theorem and the possibility of deducing it
 from the first.

 All manifolds will be piecewise linear or smooth and isomorphic will
 m-iean either combinatorially equivalent or diffeomorphic.

 1. Statement of results. A space X is said to be 1-connected at oo
 if for any compact C C X there is a compact D, C C D C X such that X - D
 is 1-connected.

 THEOREM 1. Let W be an open manifold of dimension ? 6. Then TW

 is isomorphic to the interior of a compact manifold U with 1-connected
 boundary if and only if the homology H* (W) is finitely generated and W
 is 1-connected at oo. Further such a U is unique up to isomorphism.

 Actually the proof given here could be modified slightly so that the
 condition of 1-connected at oo could be weakened to TV having a finite
 number of ends, each of which is 1-connected (see [8]).

 Theorem 1 can be considered as a partial generalization of the result of
 Stallings [9] that contractible open manifolds of dimension ? 5 which are
 1-connected at oo are isomorphic to Rn (the interior of the n-ball).

 Two connected manifolds Ml, M2 (not necessarily closed) are called h-
 cobordant if there is a manifold with boundary V, with WV = M1 U (- 12),
 and such that each component Mi of OV is a deformation retract of V.

 Received December 2, 1964.
 * Browder was partially supported by an NSF grant, and also received support

 from the DSIR at the Topology Symposium in Cambridge, England. Levine w-as an
 NSF Postdoctoral Fellow at the Topology Symposium. Livesay was partially supported
 by an NSF grant.
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 1018 W. BROWDER, J. LEVINE AND G. R. LIVESAY.

 THEOREM 2. Let M1I, 112 satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1, and let

 V be an h-cobordism between them which is 1-connected at oo. If 3l, M2

 are the compact bounded manifolds produced by Theorem 1, then ii, and 92
 are h-cobordant, i. e., there is a compact manifold with boundary V such

 that V =-- U U U M2, where U is an h-cobordism between OrAf1 and DM2,

 and such that the inclusions ft, C V are homotopy equivalence, i = 1, 2.

 COROLLARY. Let M1, M2, V be as above, and in addition wrlMl =ll2
 0. Then M1 is isomorphic with M2.

 2. Uniqueness of the boundary.

 THEOREM 3. Let U1 and U2 be compact n-manifolds with 1-connected

 boundaries, U1 embedded in interior U2 and the inclusion of U1 in U2
 induces homology isomorphism. Suppose also that V is 1-connected, where

 V 1 U2 -interior U1. Then V is an h-cobordism between dU1 and OU2.

 Pr-oof. The map (V, aU1) C (U2, U1) is an excision so that H* (V, aU1)
 -H* (U2, U1) = 0 since the inclusion ilLduces homology isomorphism between

 U1 and U2. Since V, OU1, OU2 are 1-connected it follows that OU1 and V

 are homotopy equivalent by the theorem of J. H. C. Whitehead and it follows

 that V and 9U2 are homotopy equivalent similarly, using relative Poincar6
 duality.

 COROLLARY. If W-interior U1,=interior U2, OU1, OU2 1-connected,
 then iU1 is h-cobordant to OU2.

 Actually the corollary holds in more generality without the assumption

 of 1-connectedness.

 3. Proof of Theorem 1.

 PROPOSITION 4. Let W be as in Theorem 1. Then given a compactt set
 C there is a connLected manifold U with boundary U C W, AU 1-connected,
 C C interior U, such that the inclusion induces a homology isomorphism.

 Before we prove this, we will indicate how Theorem 1 follows from the
 proposition.

 Proof of Theorem 1. Let Cl C 02 C . . . C W be a sequence of compact

 sets such that WT-= U Ci, and W -Ci is 1-connected. By Proposition 4
 i=1

 we may find compact manifolds with boundary Ui such that U, D Uj1 U C.i, aUz
 1-connected and U,. C W indiuces homology isomorphism. Then U Ui D U UC

 - W, so U Ui= V. Set VT-==Uj+l-Ui. Now VI C W-Ci, which is 1-
 connected, OVi dUi+1 U aU1. which are 1-connected, so that it follows from
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 BOUNDARY FOR OPEN MANIFOLD. 1019

 van Kampen's theorem that ,r1 (W - C) =- free product of 7r (Ui - CO), 7r1 ( VT)
 and 7r (W - U+1). Since 7r (W - C) is trivial, it follows that 7r, (Vi) is

 trivial. By Theorem 3, VT is an h-cobordism between aUi and aU,+1, and

 since aUj is 1-connected and has dimension > 5, it follows from the h-
 cobordism theorem of Smale [7] (which has been proved in the piecewise

 linear case by Stallings) that Uj+1 - U* is isomorphic to aUj X I. Hence, it
 follows that each U* is isomorphic to U1 and W = U U, is isomorphic to

 interior of Ul, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.

 Now we outline the proof of Proposition 4.

 Since H* (W) is finitely generated we may find a compact set C' C W

 such that H* (C') maps onto He (W). Hence for any subset 0 such that

 C' c 0 C W, H*(0) maps onto He(W). We shall show (Lemma 6) that
 we can find a compact manifold with boundary U C W such that (1) C U C'

 C iiiterior U, (2) OU is 1-connected, and (3) W- U is 1-connected. Set

 V closure W - U.

 Consider the comamutative diagram with exact rows:

 I a i
 H-,H+l(W) H kk+l(TV, U) - >I k(U) - Hk(W)

 Tg2j, {g3 {g1 {g2

 H kl (VI) H ->k,l (V, OU) - Hi g(O U) > k(V)

 Now (1V, 0U) C (W, U) is an excision so that g3 is an isomorphism. Hence

 i onto implies i' onto since j 0 implies j'= 0. Similarly i' mono implies

 i mono, since d' = 0 implies 0 0. Since i is onto by construction, i' is onto,

 and it suffices to make i' mono in order to make i an isomorphism.

 NXowi the manifold U obtained from Lemma 5 may in fact have too much

 homology above dimension 1, so that OU will also, and ker i' will be non-zero.

 Therefore we shall show how to enlarge U to a larger U' such that the kernel

 from H* (U') to H* (W) is smaller. One way in which to do this is to add
 handles to U along OU to kill some of the excess homology of U, i.e. find

 Dk X Dn-A- C V, DR X Dn-k n U Sk-l X Dn-k C OU, Sk-l X 0 representing an

 element xE H7,1(OU) which goes to 0 in Hkl((V), and take U'
 UUU DkXD Da-k.

 Assumiing Hi (CU) -e Hi (V) is mono (hence isomorphism) for i < - 1,
 and onto for i =-I k-1, and since AU and V are 1-connected, the relative

 Hurewicz Theorem implies that 7rk (V, OU) =- Hk (V, OU) and we get a com-
 mutative diagram
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 1020 W. BROWDER, J. LEVINE AND G. R. LIVESAY.

 O -> 7r7 (V O, U) - > ?rk1 (OU) 7 tk-1 (7) -> 0

 O e- Hk (V, au) > Hk-1 (OU) >Hk-1 ( V) -> 0

 so that keri' is represented by spherical homology classes in the lowest diriell-

 sion. If k I < (n -1), n==dim W, then one may deduce from a general

 position argument that an element x C ker i' C H,k1 (OU) is represented bv an
 embedded Sk-1 C AU and using either general position or Whitiiey's embedding

 theorem that it bounds an embedded Dk C V, from which we may get a

 handle. In case 2 (n-1) k -I <n -3, we may obtain the handles

 differently, using Smale's theory of handle bodies (see [7]). At the very

 last stage, k - 1 = n - 3, still another technique must be used, which is lnot

 obviously the same as attaching k dimensional handles.

 We give the details in the next sections.

 4. Proof of Proposition 4; codimensions > 3. In this section, we will

 prove a weaker form of Proposition 4.

 PROPOSITION 5. Let Wn be an open manitfold of dimensiot n -l> 6,

 1-connected at oc and with H* (W) finitely generated. Then given a compacct
 C C WT and k ? n 3, there is a compact manifold with boundary U, with

 6U and 14- U 1-connected, C C interior of U, and if i: U -- IV is the

 inclusion, then i*: HFi(U) - Hi(TV) is an isornorphism for i < k, a nd o;tto
 for all i.

 Propositioni 4 is the same but without restriction on le.

 LEMMA 6. If W is a matifold of dimension > 5 which is 1-connected

 at oo and given compact C C TV, then there exists a compact man,ifold U

 with 1-connected boundary with C C interior of U and such that IV - U is
 1-connected.

 (Note that this shows that if W is 1-conntected at oo of dimension

 > 5 then -r1(W) is fititely generated, since by Van Kantpen's thleorem

 7rl (WIV) == 7rl (U ). )

 Proof of Lembma 6. Let D1 be compact, C C D C W1 such that TV - D
 is 1-connected. We may find a compact manifold with boundary U' with

 D C interior U'. This follows in the differentiable case by choosing a proper

 funlction f, with f(D) = 0' f _O and letting Ul = f-1 ([0,E]) where E is a
 regular value of f. In the piecewise linear case, D lies in a finite subcomplex

 K of W and we take U' to be a regular neighborhood of K in W. By taking

 connected sums along the boundary of the different components of U', we
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 BOUNDARY FOR OPEN MANIFOLD. 1021

 mav assume U' is connected. Then OU' divides W into two parts, U' and

 -'l U', and U' is connected. Since W is 0-connected at oo it follows that

 all but one of the components of W - U' are compact. Define U" to be the

 union of U' and all the compact components of W - U'. Since W is con-

 nected each such component meets U', so that U" is connected and W-U"

 is connected. Then the components of OU" may be joined by disjoint arcs

 in IV - U". We let U"' U" U (closed neighborhood of these arcs) and it

 follows that U"' and OU"' are connected.

 Now Lemma 6 follows from:

 LEMMA T. Let Mn be a closed submanifold of Wn+1, n > 4, and suppose
 that Wr (1T1) = c0nd .7r(M) is finitely generated. Then we can do surgery

 on 11 inside W to get Mll' with 7r, (M') = 0. In particular we can find 2-disks,
 D DB2 C IV with D,2 n M =-= boundary of DS2, meeting M trans-

 versally, such that M11 U D1 U . . U Dk is simply connected, so that the sur-

 geries corresponding to S11, , Sk produce a simply connected manifold.

 For a proof see [1, Lemma 3. 1].

 As indicated in ? 3, since HE (W) is finitely generated we may find

 a compact C' c IV such that H* (C') maps onto H* (W), so that for
 Co C 0 C TflV, H*(0) maps onto H*(W). Then applying Lemma 6, we may
 find U. C WTT with aU1 1-connected and C U C' C interior of U1, and W - U1

 1 -connected.

 Also as indicated in ? 3, we may kill the kernel of Hi(OU1) -->H (V1)
 wliere 1? = closure of X - U1, and this will kill the kernel of Hi(U1) --> H(W).
 Since &U1 and V1 are 1-connected the Hurewicz theorem tells us that every

 element x C H2 (U1) is represented by a map f: S2 _> 0U, and if i1*x = 0
 in H11 (T17), i1: aU. -> V1 then f is homotopic to a constant in V7. Since
 dimension aU1 n - 1 > 5, it follows from general position that f is homo-

 topic to an embedding g of S2 C aU1, and if n > 6, g extends to an embedding

 g : D3 C T" g I S2 52=g, and gD3 meets OU1 transversally in g(S2). If n 6,
 the existence of g: D3 _> V1 with the required properties follows from
 Whitiiev's embedding theorem [11] or from the result of Irwin [4]. Now
 for a generator of kernel i1* take such a 3-disk D3, and define U1' regular

 neighborhood of U1 U D3 in W. This can be made smooth using a theorem

 of Hirschl [3], or one can define U1'= U1 U D3 X Dn-3 and round the corners

 in an appropriate way, where D3 X DI" is a nieighborhood of D3 in 1 Now
 I - U1' is hoiiiotopy equivalent to V1' D', and sinice D` is of codiimensioii
 ? 3. it followrks that IT- U1' is still 1-conuc(teJ. Similarly VI n U1'

 _U a, U D3 So V1 n U1' is 1-connected, and since aU1'- V1 n U1'-D3,
 it follows that aU1' is 1-connected. Since OD3 is a generator x of kernel i1*,

 i1: au, -V 1l, it follows that kernel U' kernel i1i/(x), so that continuing
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 1022 W. BROWDER, J. LEVINE AND G. R. LIVESAY.

 in this way we will finally arrive at U2 D U1 such that i2*: 12 (U2) --> 12 (W)
 is an isomorphism, with aU2 and V2 = closure W - U2 still 1-connected.

 We will need the following (cf. [6; Lemma 1]).

 LEMMA 8. Let X be an n-manifold with boundary AX =Mi U NV, Mil N,
 X all 1-connected, n ?6. Suppose 7rk (X, M) = 0 for 2 ?k r-1 < n -4.
 Then any element w C Hr+i (X, M) can be represented by an embedded handle
 Dr+1 X Dn-r-1 C X, meeting OX normally in Sr X DT-r-l C 111.

 Proof. We give the proof in the smooth case using the handle body
 theory of Smale and for the combinatorial situation we confine ourselves to
 remarking that the analogous facts are true in that case, as has been shown
 by Stallings.

 Now a theorem of Smale [7; 6. 5] says that under our hypotheses,
 n

 X has a handle decomposition X U Xi, where Xr-1 1I X I andl
 i=r-1

 Xj =X1l U Hli U UHE,i Hii == Di X Yr-i, H*i n Hk =0, i#L- 7c
 Hii n Xj-l Si-1 X Dn-i C aX_1 - (M X 0).

 Since Xj is the homotopy type of Xj_1 with some j-dimensional disks attached,

 it follows that hj: Hk (XJ) -> Hk (X) is an isomorphism for ic < j and onto
 for k = j, so that hJ: Hk (Xj, M) -- Hk (X, M) is iso for k < j and onto for
 k= j. Hence there is a w' C Hr+1 (Xr+i, M1) such that hr+iw' w.

 Consider the exact sequence

 Ic~

 ** >Hr+1 (XTr M) -> H+1 (Xr+i M) - > Hr+1 (XY,ri Xr)

 > Sr (Zyrn M3I)>...

 Since Xr 31 U U Dr, Hr+i (Xr, M) = 0, so H,r+i (X+, M) is mapped iso-
 morphically by kc* onto the kernel a C Hr+i (Xr+l, Xr). Let y = 1c*w'.

 Now Hr+, (Xr+i, Xr) is a free abelian group with generators repre-
 sented by the relative homology classes of the "core" of each handle, i.e.
 (Dr+1 X 0, Sr+1 X 0) c (Hr+l, aHr+l). Smale [7] has shown (see also WTallace
 [10]) that if we are given any basis for IhI ,(Xr+i,Xr) that we may find
 a set of handles in Xr+1 attached to Xr so that X+ iY = XU (these handles)
 and the cores of the new handles yield the given basis for Hr+i(Xr+i, xr).
 Hence we may assume that there is a handle such that y = mz, z representing
 the core of one of the handles of X.+1. But if the core is of codimension > 1,
 which is the case here, any multiple of its homology is represented by a handle
 also. If the handle is Dr+l X Dn-r-l, then we may embed in it m disjoint
 disks of the form Da - Dr+1 X ta C Dr+1 X Dn-r-1, where ta are m disjoint
 points of Dn-T-l. Since the codimension is > 1, aDar+1 do not separate
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 BOUNDARY FOR OPEN -MANIFOLD. 1023

 Sr X D?t-r-1, so that we may join the Sar - OD,,+l by tubes Sr-I X I in
 Sr X Dn-r-l so as to formii the connected sum of the S,,,r, and the Da'5s can be

 connected by tubes Dr X I in DI'+' X Dn-r-l to form the connected sum along
 the boundaries of the Da, with the proper orientation. The picture gives an
 indication of the process:

 (Two igloos conlnected by a tunnel might be an appropriate title.)

 Theni this disc and its normal bundle is Dr+1 X DI--1' and its core has the
 desired homology class y E Hr+1 (Xr+i, Xr), (see [6; Lemma 1]). However,
 it is attached to OX. rather than i11 X 1 C O.Yr-,, so it remains to show that it

 can be chosen to miss the handles of Xr and thus be attached to Mit X 1.
 Now if the attaching sphere Sr X 0 of this handle does not meet the

 transverse spheres s X SIl-'-' of the handles of index r in Oar, then it may
 be moved off these handles down to 111 X 1 by an isotopy of Xr+1 so that the
 image would be the handle we need. For Dr X Sn--r-i- s X Sn-r-l may be de-
 formed by an isotopy into a neighborhood of SI` X SIl-,'-' in dXr - SI-i X Dn-r.

 If the intersection number of SIr X 0 and s X Sn-r-1 is 0 then since r > 2
 and n - r - 1 <n - 3, it follows from Whitney's theorem [11 ] that we may

 change Sr X 0 by an isotopy to m11iss s X Sn-r-. But if y C Hr+1 (Xr+1, Xr)

 is the homotopy class of the core of the handle -DI+1 X Dn-r-1, then ay =E ajhj,
 where hj is the homology class of the r handles which generate Hr (Xr, ll)
 anid Ccj is the intersection number of Sr X 0 and the transverse sphere s X Sjn-r-1
 of the j-th handle of Xr. Since ay = 0, all the intersection numbers are zero
 and there is ani isotopy of Xr.-+i which takes Dr+l X Dn-r-1 into a handle
 attached to aXr. This completes the proof of Lemma S.

 LEMMA 9. Assume Proposition .5 for k _ n- 3, so that given compact
 C one can find Uk C T, Uk compact manifold with boundary, fUk, and
 Vk closure (W- Uk) 1-connected, C C interior Uk and ik*: Hj(Uk) -> Hj(W)
 itsomorphism for j < le, onto for all j. Th en if x C (ker-nel i7,*)A,, there is Ukc
 contaiining Uk. in its interior with all the above properties, such that j*'(x) 0

 in Hk(Uk'), j': Uk C Uk'. HIence, if yC IIk+l(W, Uk), y= xC IIk(Ulkv),
 ihere is Uk' D Uk, as above uith l*'y = 0 in Hk;+1 (TV, Uks'),

 1r: (W,UJk) C (W,UV').
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 1024 W. BROWDER, J. LEVINE AND G. R. LIVESAY.

 Proof. Given x C (kernel ik*) k, there is a compact set D D Uk such that

 j*x = 0, j: U7, C D. By Proposition 5, for k ? n -3 we can find Uk' with
 all the required properties and D C interior Uk. Then since j*x = 0 in
 H*(D), j*X iD*]X 0 in H*(Uk').

 Let X = closure of Uk,' - U,, X C V anld consider the diagram (U Uk,
 U/ == Uk')

 a ~~~_ a

 Hk(OU) < Hk+l(V5 aU) - H kk+l(W, U) H-kIi (U)

 h1 1*1 1*
 Hk (X) < Hk+l (V, X) - > Ik+l (TW, U') IIk (U').

 Note that 0, 0, a', a' are mono. I-lellce if Oy =-- x C H7k,(U) and j*'(x) 0

 it follows that k*'y = 0 proving the lemma.

 Note that also hOq*~-'(x) =0 in Hk, (X). Hence we get:

 LEMMA 10. With the hypothesis of Lemma 9, for and z C Hk+I (V, OU)
 there is compact manifold with boundary X C V, dX = OU U N such thlt

 h* (8z) 0 in Hk (X) .
 Now we prove Proposition 5 by induction, having proved it for k = 3.

 Let Uk be a manifold with the required properties for k < n - 3, we would
 like to produce one with the properties for k + 1. By Lemma 10 for
 any xC (kernel ijk-*) C Hk- (Uk) we may find yCHHk.(OU7,,) with *y =x,
 1: aUk C Uk and a Uk'=UkU X so that h*y =O in IzHk(X), and y ==w,

 W C Hk+1 (X, OUk). Then by Lemma 8 we can filnd a handle Dk+1 X Dn-k+l C X

 attached to OU7. which represents w, so that y goes to 0 in aUk U bk+l X Dn-k+l.
 Let Uk = U7 U Dk+1 X Dn-k-1. Then if Ilk: UTk C W,

 (kernel i.* ) 7 = (kernel ik7*) k/ (X)

 and we continue until we have made the kernel 0. This completes the proof

 of Proposition 5.

 5. Proof of Proposition 4; conclusion. By Proposition 5 we may

 assume that given C' we can find a compact manifold U C W with OU 1-con-
 nected, V ==closure (W - U) 1-connected (7 C interior U and i*: Hi (U)
 H i (W) an isomorphism for i < n -3, onto for all i. From the diagram

 a y,

 0 ->Hk+1(W, U) > H kV(U) > H k (TV) ?0

 -Tq* q* q**
 0 --- Hk+ (V., AT U > HkOU HkT z7.(V) 4 ()
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 BOUNDARY FOR OPEN MANIFOLD. 1025

 where q: (1, aU) C (W, U) is an excision, we see that kernel i* -- kernelj*.
 Since OU is 1-connected HIo2 (3U) H1 (CU) = 0, so that

 Hk+l(W,U) ==Hk+l(V,aU) = O

 for /c 1i -3 and Hn2(W,U) is free.

 We can find a compact set D, U CD C W such that iD*(keri*) =0,
 iD: U -* D is inielusion. Let U' be a compact manifold with boundary with
 U U D C interior U', and satisfying all the conditions of Proposition 5, as
 above with U. Then h* (ker i*) = 0, h: U-- U' is inclusion. It follows
 from the diagram

 0 -HB,(W, U) H,3(U) - Hn-3(W) -*0

 h*~~{
 41

 0O- Hn2 (W, U') H,3 ((U') --Hn ,(W) 0

 that h (Hn2(W, U)) =0. Set V1'==closure (W-U'), M =aU, N= U',
 X== closure (U' U) so that OX=MU N; let iM: M]-*X, IN: N -X,
 r: X -* V be inclusions. Then, since

 q: (V,M) -(W,U) and q: (V,X) -*(W,U')

 are excisions, the diagram

 Hn-2(V, M) -H H2( IV, U)

 { h,h*

 Hn_2 (TV X) - H2 ((W, U')

 shows that h* = 0. Since Hn_2 (17, X) and H, (1V, At) are free, and
 H.i (V, X) = IH (17, M) =0 O for i y- n-2, this implies that h* 0, h*:
 Hil-2 (17,X) -->Hn-2 (V5M).

 Consider the diagram with exact rows:

 0 -Hn-2 (V.lM) < Hti-3(W Hn-3 (V) <- O

 Ih Tl* {i
 Hn-2(V,IX) < Hn-3(X) < Hn-3{(V) 0

 | h/8 | ~~1N*
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 1026 W. BROWDER, J. LEVINE AN,D G. R. LIVESAY.

 Since h* = 0 and H112( ,X) is free, we can find x: HI-2(V,X) E-* 3(X)
 such that IM* o a - 0 and 8 o a = 1 on Hn-2 (1V, X). Since the inclusion

 h': (V`',N) -- (V,,X) is an excision,

 3 IN' o (2a o n-2 (7 ', AT) -* Hn-' (N)

 is defined, and 8' o 3 = 1 on H}' (1' AT)N. Further image /3 C INT (kernel MIj ).

 LEMMA 11. nf N send IN* (kernel lM*) k-l isomorphically onto
 (kernel 1N*) k.

 Proof. We have the commutative diagram with exact rows (see [21)

 1*

 -4Hn-k-1 (X) >Hn-k-1 (OX) > II}n-k (XZ, OX)

 fn v a }n {v

 -4Hk,l (X, OX) >L -TYk(OX) -> Hk(X)

 where 1: OX C X, v E Hn (X, OX) is the fundamental class,

 H*(OX) H*(N) +H1,-(M), i=aV=LN-,M, 1N*1 M*, etc.
 Then (I*Hn-k-l (X)) n = (kernel l) k. Since n pt I H* (N) = nl t aiind
 n j H* (A) = n lm, it follows that (l*H?I-k-1 (X)) ' H* (N) is mapped

 isomorphically by n JAN onto (kernel l1*) ' H7 (N). But sinicel' = l-v* - lM,
 I*Hn-k-1 (X) ' Hk (N) I- N* (kernel lM*) n-k1 and

 (kernel l ) n Hi" (iT) = (kernel 1N*) k,

 similarly, which proves the lemma.

 It follows that A = (image,l/) n pN is a free direct summnand of 1I, (AT),
 contained in (kernel lN*)2. Now it follows from van Kampen's Theorem that

 X is 1-connected, for V 1 X U V', X n VI 1' AT and V, V', and N are all

 1-connected. Then it follows from the Hlurewicz Theoremn that A consists

 of spherical cycles in N which are nuLll homotopic in X. By an argument

 already used in ? 4 we may find 3-handles D53 X Dn-3 in X whose boin-

 daries S,2 X Dn-3 C N are such that their homology classes are a basis for
 A C H12(N) ?7r12(N). If we exchange these handles from X to V' (i.e.
 add themn to V1'), we will obtain new manifolds X = X - interior of the

 handles, V7 V'U (handles), N V n r. TT=SU T. Now, since A is a

 free direct summand of H2(N), and Hk(N) _Hk(V') for k < n -3, if
 n > 6, we find easily that Hj(N) = Hj(N) for j 7 2 or n - 3, IIj(V) - Hj(V7')
 for j # 2, and H12(N) =12(N)/A H2(V)/r*A = H2(V), and P*: Ij (iN)
 --> IJj (V) is still an isomorphism for j <n - 3, onto for all j. For n:= 6,
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 BOUNDARY FOR OPEN MANIFOLD. 1027

 the argumiient that H2 (N) == H2 (N) /A is slightly more difficult, but it
 follows easily from [5; Lemma 5. 6]. Now by the same arguments which

 applied to (V, AU), we have that Hn-2 (V, N) is free, Hi (TV, N) =0 for
 i z n -2, and we have the exact sequence

 O <_ Hn-2 ( Ar T) _Hn3 (N) --Hn-3 ( V 0.

 By Poincare duality H-3 (N) Hn-3(N) /A, where A' - H_?-2(VY, N). But

 Hn-3 ( V) _ Hn-3 (V') (n > 6, so n -3 > 2), so that it follows that H1n-3 (1N)
 and Hn3 (V) are isomorphic groups. Since they are finitely generated and

 Hn-2 (V, N) is free, it follows that Hn-2 (V, N) = 0, so that Hi (V, N) O 0
 for all i. It follows by excision, if CT U U X, Hi (W, U) 0 for all i,
 L D U D C, so that Proposition 4 is proved.

 6. The h-cobordism theorem.

 We now proceed to prove Theorem 2.

 Recall V is 1-connected at oo, WV = M1 U M1112, M1, A2 1-connected at oo.

 111 and M2 are deformation retracts of V, and H1 (M,) (and hence H (AM,)
 and H1 (V)) is finitely generated.

 By Theorem 1, M11, and M2 are isomorphic to interiors of M1, 12, compact

 manifolds with boundary. By taking a contraction of M,, which embeds Mi
 in ]lI = interior Me, we may consider Hi C Mi C V. Using the product
 structure in a neighborhood of WV, we get embeddings of Hi X [0, 1] C V,
 with 11i X [0,1 ] n V = Mi X 0 = M,. Joining M1 X 1 to M2 X 1 by an
 arc in interior V- U Hi X [, 1], and thickening the arc, we get a

 j=1,2

 compact mlanifold U with WV = 1l U W U 112 where )W = M1l U Al2,
 au n = O 1V u 1712. Then using the same techniques which proved Theorem
 1, we maay enilarge U to 17 C V, with V isomorphic to interior 'V, adding
 things only along interior W C AU, so that W = 1 U TV U 12, -W
 =aIl U a12, wrVn =afV t11U 2. From the diagram

 k4- -~ 1
 it follows that the inclusions Hi -V 17 are homotopy equivalences, since the
 other maps are. It remains to show that T is -an h-cobordism between WAI
 and SM22

 Now by the Poincare duality theorem, with two pieces of boundary (see
 [2]), we have

 H*((V, fit) o H*(V, Hi U V)
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 1028 W. BROWDER, J. LEVINE AND G. R. LIVESAY.

 which is 0 since M, ->V is a homotopy equivalence. Hence if

 H* (Mff) > H* (MfU W) 3 H*(IV),

 j*i* is an isomorphism, j* is an isomorphism, so that i* is an isomorphism.
 Hence 0 = H* (M, U W, Mi,) -- H* (W, OiAM), by excision, and since W and
 AM, are 1-connected, W is an h-cobordism.

 The corollary follows by results of Smale [7].

 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY AND INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY,
 CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY,

 CORNELL UNIVERSITY AND INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY.
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